
 

                   

                                                                                                                                   Bicheno, 17 June, 2022 

Mr John Ramsay                                                                                                 

Delegate (Chair)   

Tasmanian Planning Commission   

By email: tpc@planning.tas.gov.au     

GLAMORGAN SPRING BAY INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015 DRAFT AMENDMENT AM 2018-03 
CAMBRIA ESTATE, SWANSEA 

Dear Mr Ramsay, 

I refer to my submission dated 19 April 2022 and the Commission’s invitation to the Applicant and the 
Planning Authority to respond to it.  

No response was received even after a request for an extension of time to respond to it by both the 
Applicant and the Planning Authority was granted by the Commission.  

The Planning Authority’s Hearing Submission C1 dated 9 June 2022 now opens with a new plan 
purporting to depict the new “Local Provision Schedule- Amended Specific Area Plan”.  

This Plan introduces for the first time into this contentious Specific Area Plan reserved roads that clearly 
were not created by the LPS in the new Planning Scheme and were not shown on the Council Certified 
Plan or on Attachment A to the Council Agenda (the plan showing the area of the requested SAP) 

I do not doubt that these reserved roads are a headache for the Applicant, the Planning Authority and 
perhaps even for the Commission after they gave a ruling on the Jurisdictional Issue of Reserved Roads 

A quick rehash of the issue at stake is instructive: 

Ireneinc’s request for AM 2018-03 addressed to David Metcalf dated 19 March 2018 specifies: 

The amendment includes (my emphasis)12 titles that form the ‘Cambria’ estate of over 3,000ha in 
area, located to the North of Swansea (as detailed in the accompanying planning report).  

The accompanying planning report (attachment B to the GSBC Agenda for the April 2018 Meeting) 
cannot even agree on the size of the Cambria estate, Ireneinc claiming over 3000ha and 3074.4ha, the 
proponents suggesting 3185ha.  

Importantly the request does not specify if anything else is included and for a definite answer to that 
question we must refer to the detailed (Figure1) plan that specifies exactly the area to which the 
requested SAP will apply (attachment A to the GSBC Agenda, also produced by Ireninc). The area 
coloured blue is that area. Included in that blue area are two properties not owned by the applicant.  
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The actual area of both the requested AM and the Council certified AM, I respectfully submit, lies 
somewhere between these confusing numbers as it is clearly greater than both 3000ha and 3074.4ha 
(by the unmeasured area of the two included “invisible” reserved roads) but likely smaller than 3185ha.  

 The 19 March 2018 letter from Ireninc states that: The consent of the landowners accompanies this 
application. No consent for these two included properties did accompany the request.  

I attended the first day of the Hearing, 9 June 2022, and attempted to raise this matter but again could 
not get any traction on the issue and was denied the opportunity to seek some degree of clarity of 
“where to from here” when not allowed to seek some answers from Ms Duckett.  

Mr Mick Purves, representing the Planning Authority, was then allowed to produce the new ‘LPS 
altered” abracadabra maps and plans, pulling two reserved roads out of a top hat that had been seen to 
be empty for more than four years. Some trick!  

It would be helpful if the Commission could publish on its website the “latest” new LPS Altered Certified 
Cambria AM (Version 6, I believe) that the Planning Authority was instructed to prepare by Tuesday 14 
June 2022.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Andrew Wyminga 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


